The Public Policy Analysis major consists of a five-course sequence, a statistics/mathematics requirement, and a three-class internship and thesis sequence, and a concentration chosen by the student.

### Core Courses
- **3. Core courses in History and Philosophy of Science and Technology**
- **2. Statistics:**
  - Economics 103, Politics 90, Psychology 158, or a course in Economics 51, 52

### Five-Course Public Policy Sequence
The Public Policy Analysis major for Environmental Analysis concentration chosen by the student.

### Electives
- **1. Elective**
- **Anthropology 105 or 110**
- **Anthropology 109**
- **Anthropology 102**
- **Anthropology 51**

### Concentrations
- **1. Economics Concentration**
- **2. Sociology Concentration**
- **3. Physics Concentration**
- **4. Chemistry Concentration**
- **5. Biology Concentration**

### Additional Requirements
- **One course from the following:**
  - Anthropology 59, 124, 129, 145, 140, 178
  - Political Science 60, 61, 136, 139
  - Philosophy 160
  - Zoology 171, 146
  - Environmental Science 172

- **Two courses from the following:**
  - CM GOVT 119, 120
  - LGCS 40
  - HMC POST

- **One course from:**
  - Political Science 187 or Psychology 107

- **Psychology and one course in consultation** with the department.

- **One course from the following:**
  - Anthropology 59, 124, 129, 145, 140, 178
  - Political Science 60, 61, 136, 139
  - Philosophy 160
  - Zoology 171, 146
  - Environmental Science 172

- **Two electives chosen in consultation with Psychology and one course if appropriate in place of the additional course numbered above 100 (excluding 101).

### Specializations
- **Environmental Justice**
- **Social Policy**
- **Science Technology and Society**

### Internship and Thesis
- **PPA 190 PO-01 Internship and Thesis Seminar**

### Independent Research
- **PPA 199 IRPO - Public Policy Analysis: Independent Research**